
End-of-Program Review 2018-19

Supporting Student Work on Academic Statement (AS) in Programs

Did you use time in your program to support student work on academic statement?
Number Yes No

Programs offered in Fall 65 73.8% 26.2%
Programs NOT offered in Fall 71 46.5% 53.5%

Yes No

Programs 
supported 

AS (N)

Programs 
Responded 

(N)
All programs 59.6% 40.4% 81 136
First-year (FY) FY only 0.0% 100.0% 0 2
Lower Division (LD) FY-SO 71.4% 28.6% 10 14
All Level (AL) FR-SR 57.1% 42.9% 20 35
Sophomore-Senior (SOSR) 60.4% 39.6% 32 53
Upper Division (UD) JR-SR 59.4% 40.6% 19 32

73.8% of programs offered in fall dedicated time to academic statement work. It's interesting that 46.5% of 
programs not offered in fall also committed time to such work.
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Helping students think about their education overall in programs

How did you help students think about their education overall?

Number Yes No
Programs offered in Fall 66 72.7% 27.3%

Programs NOT offered in Fall 71 77.5% 22.5%

Yes No

Programs 
with 

advising 
(N)

Programs 
Responded 

(N)
All programs 75.2% 24.8% 103 137
First-year (FY) FY only 100.0% 0.0% 2 2
Lower Division (LD) FY-SO 64.3% 35.7% 9 14
All Level (AL) FR-SR 66.7% 33.3% 24 36
Sophomore-Senior (SOSR) 75.5% 24.5% 40 53
Upper Division (UD) JR-SR 87.5% 12.5% 28 32

73% of fall programs dedicated time to help students think about their education overall. It's interesting that 78% of programs not offered in fall also 
committed time to such work.
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Supported student work on Academic Statement and/or helped students think about their education overall

92% of the programs offered in fall dedicated time to academic statement and/or advising. Of the programs not offered in fall, 86% also dedicated time to such work.

Number Yes No
Programs offered in Fall 66 92.0% 7.6%
Programs NOT offered in Fall 71 85.9% 14.1%

Yes No

Programs 
with A S 
and/or 

advising 
(N)

Programs 
Responded 

(N)
All programs 89.1% 10.9% 122 137
First-year (FY) FY only 100.0% 0.0% 2 2

Lower Division (LD) FY-SO 100.0% 0.0% 14 14
All Level (AL) FR-SR 80.6% 19.4% 29 36
Sophomore-Senior (SOSR) 90.6% 9.4% 48 53
Upper Division (UD) JR-SR 90.6% 9.4% 29 32
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Program name
program 
type fall_notFall AS_Y/N Advising What worked well? What would you do differently?

How did you help students think 
about their education overall?

Integrated Natural Sciences AL Fall Yes Yes In fall, we set aside three 
Wednesdays to engage students 
with themes connected to the AS. 
One week, we had them work on 
career exploration and what skills 
(KSA) and education needed for 
them. We also spent one day 
doing anonymous peer review.

While the AS workshops seemed 
to go over well, what was really 
powerful for them was 
seeing/hearing from alums that 
were also in INS. Finding out the 
possibilities for life at Evergreen. 
In addition, having one on one 
advising sessions were very 
helpful.

Forests and Farms: The 
Systems that Sustain Us

LD Fall Yes Yes Working through reason and 
purpose of Academic Statement, 
separate A.S. from program self-
eval.

More academic program next-
step planning e.g. pathway.

What are their strengths and 
weaknesses academically? What 
are they curious about? What 
types of programs can help them 
achieve their goals?

Environmental Science 
Foundations: Aquatic 
Systems

AL Fall Yes Yes We held an in-class workshop on 
the Academic Statement. We 
made a draft AS an assignment 
in class.

nothing We provided worksheets that 
help students think about all of 
their program activities and how 
they influence their learning. We 
offered one-on-one appointments 
to talk with students about their 
academic paths.

Tradition and Innovation in 
Indigenous North American 
Fiber Arts

AL Fall Yes Yes I talked about organizing the 
academic statement, had 
students hand in a draft, and 
gave them notes and feedback.

We discussed who reads college 
transcripts, and the importance of 
using the academic statement to 
help employers and graduate 
admissions committees 
understand the knowledge and 
skills they have learned during 
their education at the college.

Production, Profits and 
People

AL Fall Yes Yes We were able to integrate 
thoughts about the final AS with 
what we were learning about the 
recruitment and selection 
process of organizations.

Nothing. We considered how various 
learning experiences at 
Evergreen translated into 
"strengths" as seen by the 
outside world.

The Age of Irony: U.S. History 
in the 20th Century

AL Fall Yes Yes class time with a workshop we built reflection into mid-
quarter, end of quarter, all 
program discussions each 
quarter



Ecological Agriculture: The 
Science, Justice, and Policy 
of Food Systems

SOSR Fall Yes Yes Peer review of statement; article 
by Cronon; faculty review of 
statements of graduating seniors.

Visiting alumnae who are working 
in the field. Many reflection and 
visioning exercises that 
encouraged students to reflect on 
their education and their place in 
society (for instance, a workshop 
on the Sociological Imagination).

Caring for a Living Planet: 
Ecology and Ethics

SOSR Fall Yes Yes We used a workshop on Mapping 
Your Evergreen Education that I 
have used before, along with 
peer reviews and revisions.

I might try inviting in a panel of 
EWS alums again.

Through the above workshop, as 
well as through work on their self-
evaluations.

The German Program: 
Philosophy, Psychoanalysis, 
Cultural Studies, and Social 
Psychology

AL Fall Yes Yes Close reading exercises and then 
whole program discussion of 
excerpts from Fred Moten's 
_University and the 
Undercommons_ re: what (and 
who) is the university for? How is 
Evergreen implicated in and not?  

Long set of prompts to help 
students think about both their 
curricular and co-curricular work 
in refining their academic 
statements.  Long set of prompts 
for self-evaluations each quarter 
in the hopes of producing rich 
possible material for academic 
statements.

We didn't workshop drafts due to 
time constraints, and that is both 
so helpful (they see other ways 
of approaching) and really 
contributes to the sense of 
community (they get a sense of 
what everyone is up to that is 
much richer than just what one 
sees in a single program).

Theoretical discussions as a 
group and asking (at least I did 
this) specific questions arising 
from their statements in our eval 
conferences.

Advanced Research in 
Environmental Studies with P. 
Przybylowicz

UD Fall Yes Yes workshop and peer review talked about graduate schools, 
plan for what's next

The Authentic Self: Becoming 
an Instrument of Change

UD Fall Yes Yes students did free writing about 
their A.S., then shared their 
writing in small groups and 
edited.

not much. students were assigned 3 
autobiographical essays each 
quarter that provided plenty of 
substance to edit into their 
academic statements.



Housing and Community 
Development

SOSR Fall Yes Yes Creating time in class to work 
directly on academic statements 
is worthwhile. It’s helpful for 
students to engage in peer 
review processes in developing 
and sharing best practice 
approaches to this work.

EWS should work collaboratively 
across programs and classes to 
deliver a more consistent and 
student friendly approach to the 
Academic Statement. EWS 
should set clearer expectations 
and demonstrate leadership in 
creating supporting faculty’s 
efforts to complete this work.

Students began each quarter 
with a writing exercise focused 
on assessing their educational 
and program specific goals and 
progress. They used their self-
assessment along with my 
feedback to evaluate their 
progress at the mid and end point 
of each quarter. They wrote end 
of quarter summative statements 
in which they articulated how 
they had engaged in our 
program‘s material and if and 
how the material had changed 
how they think. They used the 
self-evaluation process to set 
future objectives and chart their 
progress. Students made an 
overt commitment at the start of 
each quarter to contribute and 
support our program as a 
learning community. During each 
quarter we discussed the 
relationship between education 
and social change (using works 
like Roth and others).

Physical Systems and Applied 
Mathematics

SOSR Fall Yes Yes Distinguishing between academic 
planning and academic 
statement writing. Distinguishing 
between interim statements as 
planning documents and final 
statements as snapshot 
representations of the end of 
their undergraduate education.

I have access to a new tool set, 
the Physics Career Toolbox, that 
I will use to modify the 
workshops I have now.

Several of our seminars directly 
addressed big picture ideas of a 
liberal arts education grounded in 
math and science.

Studio Arts for Expressive 
Arts Therapy: Developing 
Cultural Competence

UD Fall Yes Yes workshops self eval prep, 6 expectations, 5 
foci, reflective writing, drawing, 
sharing

Mediaworks: Animation, 
Documentary and 
Experimental Approaches to 
the Moving Image

SOSR Fall Yes Yes Consistent requirement that 
students write reflectively about 
their learning and completed 
projects, peer review and taking 
time in spring quarter week 6 for 
another peer review before the 
deadline.

One more workshop in fall (we 
didn't have time to do more than 
one).

Requiring reflective writing (see 
above) and a section in their 
spring project proposals about 
how the project will further their 
learning goals.

Introduction to Environmental 
Studies

LD Fall Yes Yes Reflective journals and ability to 
choose research topic of interest 
also part of lectures.



Ecology of Harmful Algal 
Blooms

SOSR Fall Yes Yes Peer reviews Reflect on past work and connect 
to future academic and career 
goals.

Student-Originated Studies: In 
Search of Asian/Pacific 
Islander America

SOSR Fall Yes Yes peer review and conversations find more time for AS support primarily through their AS and 
self evals and, to a lesser extent, 
through the fiction texts that we 
read

Environmental Analysis SOSR Fall Yes Yes Primarily through advising with 
regards to jobs and graduate 
school (and future classes for 
students not graduating as yet)

The Spanish Speaking World: 
Cultural Crossings

SOSR Fall Yes Yes peer review, faculty feedback, 
revision

midterm conferences and end 
conferences both embedded 
discussion of education overall 
and advising

Political Ecology of Land: 
Urban Planning, Property 
Rights, and Land Stewardship

UD Fall Yes Yes Review, revise, review, revise. Nothing. Except advocate for a 
solution of a failed experiment.

Mentoring, advising, shared 
experiences of how college skills 
and ability apply to what you offer 
after graduation.

Literary Arts Foundations SOSR Fall Yes Yes General Discussion of the value 
of the statement --  its function as 
part of the transcript. Peer 
critique on current statements + 
detailed faculty feedback for 
those approaching graduation.

Less formally: in one-one 
meetings + some discussion of 
what this program is designed to 
lead to / skills relevant to work, 
etc.

Flight of the Firebird: What 
Ignites Russia's Imagination in 
Literature and Culture

SOSR Fall Yes Yes We spent some time discussing 
the nature of the AS and what 
ideas individual students might 
bring into their statements.

Nothing. In discussions with them both as 
a group and very much on an 
individual basis. Discussions on 
an individual basis seemed to 
work best of all.

Student-Originated Studies: 
Music

SOSR Fall Yes Yes I talked to them about the 
importance of their voice, and 
related my experiences about 
participating in the transcript 
review. We had two full seminars 
about the presentation of self.

I would like to have access to 
their existing Academic 
Statements online. I know they 
wrote them, but I was never able 
to see them.

I used a handful of examples 
from my own music students, and 
the programs that they took, and 
how those each contributed 
something special and important 
to the whole picture.

Native Pathways Program: An 
Indigenous Approach to 
History (Quinault)

UD Fall Yes Yes A brief amount of time was spent 
at the beginning, middle, and end 
of the quarter discussing the 
format of the Academic 
Statement, but class coverage 
supported this dynamic 
consistently by connecting 
Course Outcomes to course 
content, and daily written 
reflections.

After assessing student 
Academic Statements at the end 
of the quarter, I would adjust 
focus to content areas that need 
attention.  Reminding them on a 
regular basis to attend to their 
Ac. Statements may need to be 
included more in course delivery.

I regularly congratulate students 
pursuing their education by 
reinforcing with them how their 
presence defies the statistics that 
reveal the number of Native 
Americans in higher ed. 
programs, and how their 
education can help support family 
and community as well as their 
upward mobility.



Practice of Organic Farming: 
Culture and Agriculture (Fall)

AL Fall Yes Yes I had the students envision the 
perfect job and then determine 
what skills and learning will be 
needed to be competitive for that 
job.

Start with a homework 
assignment that they will need to 
bring with them to class. That 
would allow us to go deeper in 
the limited time we have.

I believe the academic statement 
is one of the best ways 
Evergreen students see how 
their education impacts their 
future opportunities.

Adornment: Tradition, 
Innovation, and Power

LD Fall Yes Yes Lecture on learning communities 
and open curriculum. Sharing 
academic statements and 
discussing.

Have more time in the program. How to navigate curriculum, how 
to position themselves to the 
subject.

Molecule to Organism SOSR Fall Yes Yes feedback; devoted time for 
writing; rewriting

extensive workshop on what 
cognitive research tells us about 
how people learn; reflection time; 
advising at the end of each 
quarter

Common Ground: Politics, 
Faith, and Community

LD Fall Yes Yes Linking academic statement to 
self-evaluation: discussion, peer 
review, consideration of 6 
expectations and college 
mission.

More direct faculty – student 
work.

Education, especially an 
Evergreen education, was a 
focus of our study of politics and 
community as well as a number 
of student service learning 
projects.

The Fungal Kingdom UD Fall Yes Yes two workshops, one at beginning 
and one at the end

nothing did a session on grad school 
opportunities, job possibilities, 
resume writing, free writing with 
prompts to assess current skills, 
knowledge and abilities

A People's Geography of 
American Empire

SOSR Fall Yes Yes Using it in student introductions Try to incorporate new students 
in second quarter - more difficult

Conversation in evals

Teaching English Language 
Learners: Culture, Theory, 
and Methods

SOSR Fall Yes Yes Peer review.
The use of "anchor" papers 
(models).

None at this time. Community-based learning & 
service
Theory to practice
Teaching methods
Community building activities.



According to almost 100% of my 
students' evaluations, the 
program has been effective and 
even life changing.  Not only 
students provided great 
evaluation of the course and 
faculty, I had parents of one the 
students send me the following 
email, 

"Dear Professor Khaleghi:
We write to thank you for the 
tremendously positive experience 
[student] has had in your class 
this year. As we imagine you 
have observed, [student] has 
grown so much since last fall, 
both intellectually and 
emotionally, and it has been 
heartwarming to see him 
consistently engaged 
academically. He talks about the 
subject matter of the course with 
confidence and eloquence, and 
is clearly motivated to learn and 
apply what he’s learning to real-
life situations. 
 We especially appreciate your 
encouragement and guidance, 
and your cultivation of different 
approaches to learning. [student]  
has told us about many 
“Evergreen moments” he’s had in 
your class, and we know that he 
will carry forward what he’s 
learned from and with you. It’s 
clear to us that [student]  struck 
gold when he signed up for your 
course last fall – we are grateful 
to you for being such an inspiring 
teacher.

I'd use the academic statement 
as a post-learning document.  
Initially, the documents would be 
used as a baseline to document 
not only the goals and objectives 
but also as knowledge, skills and 
competencies gap the program 
could help students bridge.  And, 
at the end, the document would 
be reviewed and updated with 
improvements and shifts.

In the first quarter, we used the 
academic statement as a 
leadership exercise where 
students incorporated their 
academic and professional goals 
and objectives into the document 
, maintain and update it regularly 
as any organization would do.

YesYesFallALLeading and Managing in a 
Changing World



Teaching through 
performance

LD Fall Yes Yes Transcript read + 
brainstorming/academic planning 
discussion with free writing (this 
is mostly a group of first year 
students, so I tend to use the 
academic statement as a spur to 
helping them think more carefully 
about their program/course 
choices.

Link academic statement writing 
to other modes of program 
synthesis

 

Data and Information: 
Computational Linguistics

AL Fall Yes Yes 6 expectations, writing on Make an exercise on 
entrepreneurship and self-
inventory.

Best wishes,"

Student-Originated Studies: 
Science Writing in the Public 
Forum

SOSR Fall Yes No

In Sickness and In Health LD Fall Yes No
Botany: Plants and People AL Fall Yes No workshopping drafts in writing 

workshops
provide more models if they are 
offered on the AS webpage

Who Gets What?: Political 
Economy of Race, Class and 
Gender

LD Fall Yes No Focused on multiple drafts of self-
evaluations.
Focused on writing concisely and 
made explicit links to how this 
writing skill translates to self-
evaluations and the academic 
statement.

Diversity, Democracy, and 
Fake News: Making our Way 
in the Time of Trump

LD Fall Yes No Peer Review workshops more attention in individual 
conferences might be more 
productive, depending on the 
student's phase of educational 
development

Theme and Variations in 
Music and Biology

AL Fall Yes No Students found the mock 
transcript review to be helpful.

Consciousness, Dreams, and 
Everyday Life: Self, Other, 
World

SOSR Fall Yes No

Environmental Biology and 
Chemistry

SOSR Fall Yes No

Business Entrepreneurship 
Foundations

AL Fall Yes No Requiring it of students prior to 
college due dates.



Designing for Social Good: 
Two-Dimensional Design and 
Board Games

SOSR Fall Yes No We provided students with an in-
class writing workshop to 
brainstorm and draft language in 
their current Academic 
Statements.  The workshop 
included explaining what the AS 
is, how it functions in transcripts, 
how it is a tool for self-reflection, 
tracking one's thinking and 
educational goals, and designing 
one's curricular path.  This 
workshop was useful for students 
who took the opportunity to 
engage in the workshop 
meaningfully.  Many students 
submitted Statements that were 
more or less unchanged.  Not 
sure what to do differently.

Matter and Motion AL Fall Yes No We teamed up with an upper 
division physics program. This 
seemed to work well for students.

nothing

Multicultural Counseling UD Fall Yes No Interviews, drafts, feedback
undergraduate research in 
Scientific Inquiry with J. 
Neitzel

SOSR Fall Yes No one on one contact/ review of 
student draft

Native Pathways Program: An 
Indigenous Approach to 
History (Salish Sea Olympia 
Hybrid)

UD Fall No Yes Written reflections and individual 
conferences.

Native Pathways Program: An 
Indigenous Approach to 
History (Peninsula)

UD Fall No Yes Start writing exercises. Writing and reflections, class 
discussions.

Africa Is Not a Country AL Fall No Yes Visited the College Archives to 
situate their study of Africa with 
past studies Evergreen students 
have done about Africa.

Native Pathways Program: An 
Indigenous Approach to 
History (Olympia)

UD Fall No Yes Reflections and one:one 
meetings

Nietzsche: The Wanderer and 
His Shadow

UD Fall No Yes Most are seniors and we 
discussed next step for them.

Democracy and Free Speech SOSR Fall No Yes lecture and work-shop, for about 
four hours.

Undergraduate Research in 
Scientific Inquiry with A. 
Biswas

SOSR Fall No Yes Individual meetings to discuss 
their programs at Evergreen as 
they prepare for graduate school.



Student-Originated Studies: 
Printmaking

SOSR Fall No Yes I did ask students to submit their 
current AS to me for review and 
feedback in fall quarter.

Poverty: What, Why and How SOSR Fall No Yes Will make time for AS next time. Focus on the relevance of the 
program to the society we’re 
living in and what an informed, 
inspired person can do to make a 
difference.

Undergraduate Research in 
Scientific Inquiry with Robin 
Bond

SOSR Fall No Yes Discussed future programs, 
career prospects, etc.

Student-Originated Studies: 
Community-Based Learning 
and Action (CCBLA)

SOSR Fall No Yes By linking their projects with 
possible careers

Social entrepreneurship and 
development: Management, 
sustainability and finance

AL Fall No Yes by discussing career paths

Liberal Education in the 
College Bubble: Crossing the 
Political and Cultural Divide

AL Fall No No

Undergraduate Projects in 
Critical and Creative Practices 
with J. Sandoz

SOSR Fall No No

Web Design and the 
Connected Society (S)

AL Fall No No

Unmasking the Material 
World: Discovering Objects as 
Stories

AL Fall No No

Undergraduate Research in 
Scientific Inquiry with N. 
Murray

UD Fall No No

Cons, Swindlers, and Cheats AL Fall Yes Discussed applications after 
graduation.

Advanced Research in 
Environmental Studies with C. 
LeRoy

UD Not Fall Yes Yes Peer-faculty discussions of 
Academic Statements that serve 
students well.

Most students are just doing 2 
credits with me, so we didn't 
have much time to spend on this 
work.

We spent a lot of time thinking 
about academic trajectories, 
future planning, graduate school 
opportunities, resumes/CVs, job 
descriptions, etc.

Transnational Identities, 
Migration, and Unequal 
childhoods

SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes Bring a guest speaker to support 
with this

We reviewed self-reflection 
writing and projects - self-
evaluations



Alternatives in and to 
Capitalism: Hands-on from 
Cascadian Grain to Basque 
Cooperatives

SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes We used in-class writing to help 
break down barriers some 
students have to self-reflective 
writing.  We also had a session in 
which students described from 
their own experience what 
worked and what didn't for cover 
letters.

We had readings and 
discussions on the rise of 
neoliberalism in higher education.  
Part of this was relating these 
general trends to their own 
experience at Evergreen.

Native Pathways Program: 
Indigenous Sovereignty and 
Decolonization (Tacoma)

UD Not Fall Yes Yes Reflections and time at the start 
of class to answer writing prompt 
and practice writing.

More time to write. We discuss extensively tools and 
processes for acknowledging and 
addressing educational trauma 
and re-conditioning beliefs and 
leading to self-efficacy.

Repair: Sustainability and the 
Visual Arts as Social Practice

UD Not Fall Yes Yes At the end of every week, we 
practiced reflecting on our 
learning, with the explicit intent to 
support broader thinking for the 
Academic Statement. We offered 
workshops on how to write an 
Academic Statement, and offered 
opportunities for students to 
share them with one another, and 
to also get feedback from faculty.

Maybe slow this work down. 
Maybe write more regularly, 
rather than integrate in sessions 
together.

We continued to identify learning 
objectives. We had many one-on-
one advising sessions with 
students. We tried to help them 
think about where the work of the 
program would take them in 
terms of their future goals. We 
had workshops for both self 
evaluations and academic 
statements.

Asian/American: Pop Culture 
Crosscurrents

AL Not Fall Yes Yes quarter-long, incremental work on 
self-evaluations

spend more time on the 
Academic Statement

used Cronon's "Only Connect" as 
a framework

Radio Practice and Politics SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes Talking with senior students 
about their drafts.

Regularly discussed audio, radio, 
speaking, and production skills in 
relation to multiple career paths 
(sometimes in general, but most 
often in individual conferences).

Modeling Biological Systems AL Not Fall Yes Yes invited question and answer 
session with a staff member from 
the Change Maker Lab

reflective essays

Who Do You Think You Are? SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes Workshop on possible selves. Nothing. Program topic was perfectly 
suited to examining education in 
context of life story model of 
identity.

Applied Microbiology and 
Organic Chemistry

SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes one-on-one meetings with 
students

one-on-one meetings with 
students

Symbiosis UD Not Fall Yes Yes mid-quarter conferences with 
Faculty

Riding the Carbon Cycle from 
the Mountains to the Sea

SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes mid quarter conference 
connecting program performance 
to academic statement.

mid quarter conference 
connecting program performance 
to academic statement.



Psychology foundations: 
Personality theory and 
Abnormal psychology

UD Not Fall Yes Yes Workshop by a former student. 
PowerPoint and an example

Nothing I referenced the role of their 
education in terms of potential 
employment and graduate school 
every session.

Environmental and Social 
Justice Successes: How to 
Grow Hope in the Dark

AL Not Fall Yes Yes This wasn't a quarter for hours on 
Academic Statement. However, 
eight of my students were new to 
Evergreen, and others were fairly 
new. I give a comprehensive self 
evaluation workshop (part of 
preparation for faculty evaluation 
and student Academic Statement 
iterations) each quarter, and tell 
students how to work on their 
statements and find resources 
throughout their time at 
Evergreen. I also offer to stay in 
touch.

Nothing. I help them think about how they 
will consider justice and injustice, 
advocacy, and citizenship 
whether further in their academic 
careers, professional lives, or 
lives at large. I help them to think 
how the quarter fits into the big 
picture. I help them to cultivate 
inspiration and determined 
optimism in a time that things 
may seem bleak when continually 
learning about deep problems.

Student-Originated Studies: 
Food and Agriculture

SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes We went through the examples 
on the website and then looked 
at what students had already 
written and worked with them 
individually giving feedback. After 
a few drafts I sent the Seniors to 
the Writing Center.

We did this week 10 and I would 
like to do it probably a week 
earlier to be less stressful. I don't 
want to be too early of they will 
blow it off.

I ask straight out, what do you 
want from this college? We do 
you need to be knowledgable 
about to get the work you hope to 
someday have? I ask that to the 
whole class and start a 
discussion, before we start 
writing.

Native Pathways Program: 
Prospering in a Postcolonial 
World (Olympia)

UD Not Fall Yes Yes suggesting outlines for first 
drafts; revision; peer review

Start earlier in the year Encouraging self-reflection--we 
read a number of essays during 
the year that grappled with the 
role of education in the lives of 
Natives.

Native Pathways Program: 
Indigenous Sovereignty and 
Decolonization (Peninsula)

UD Not Fall Yes Yes Written reflections for Academic 
Statement.

Spend more time. Encouraged them to think 
critically about material.

Native Pathways Program: 
Indigenous Sovereignty and 
Decolonization (Salish Sea 
Olympia Hybrid)

UD Not Fall Yes Yes Written reflections for Academic 
Statement.

Spend more time. Encouraged them to think 
critically about material.

Native Pathways Program: 
Indigenous Sovereignty and 
Decolonization (Quinault)

UD Not Fall Yes Yes Class discussion and shared 
information on content and form 
of academic statement plan.

Do rough draft pre-writes during 
class with instructor feedback.

Discussions about how course 
content and themes connect with 
personal lives.



Gardens as Creative 
Nonfiction

AL Not Fall Yes Yes Meshing Academic Statement 
writing with program work on 
narrator representation in 
creative nonfiction essays. Giving 
students computer lab time 
during class to work on their AS. 
Students also were given copies 
of the Writing Center's poster on 
reflective writing at Evergreen, 
copies of example Academic 
Statements, and a handout of the 
Writing Center's support 
sessions.

Discussion and one-to-one 
advising

Sustainability Accounting: 
Can Accountants Make the 
Planet Safer?

SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes discussed how work completed in 
the program could be used as 
part of an academic statement

nothing discussed how work completed in 
the program could be used in 
future career opportunities

Student-Originated Studies: 
Mycology

UD Not Fall Yes Yes workshop and peer review discussed graduate 
opportunities, job possibilities, 
how to write a cover letter

Native Pathways Program: 
Indigenous Sovereignty and 
Decolonization (Olympia)

UD Not Fall Yes Yes Introduction to Academic 
Statement.

More writing time. Critical thinking and reflection.

Psychology Foundations: 
History and Systems of 
psychology and Life span 
Development

UD Not Fall Yes Yes Workshop and Powerpoint 
presented by a former student. 
Sample of a good AS

Nothing Consistently referred back to the 
application of their work towards 
grad school, employment in the 
field and its everyda significance 
to thinking about their lives.

Projects in World Music 
Theater

AL Not Fall Yes Yes Inviting graduating seniors to 
submit a draft early on.

REQUIRE this draft rather than 
making it suggested -- putting it 
in the syllabus.

Careful advising around next 
year's curriculum as requested; 
participation in Mentoring 
activities.

Team Entrepreneurship, 
Leadership and Innovation: 
MTA Evergreen LEINN 
Change Maker Lab

AL Not Fall Yes Yes We use the learning compass 
and value proposition canvas

Allocate more time to this activity By thinking about knowledge 
development as a way of creating 
value for future employment or 
business purposes

Student-Originated Studies: 
Food and Agriculture

SOSR Not Fall Yes Yes Students sharing a draft and 
looking at their academic 
statement from a future career 
goal perspectivity.

Probably nothing As I stated above, what are their 
career goals and what education 
do they need to obtain them.

Time Past: Earth Processes 
and Human History

LD Not Fall Yes No Structured workshops



Intermediate Microeconomics SOSR Not Fall Yes No Students sharing their drafts 
orally, hearing each other's style 
and content.  Not focusing 
directly on the final document for 
students beginning their 
Evergreen time.  Focusing more 
on the style of writing self-
evaluations.

Student Originated Studies: 
Linguistics and Native 
American/Indigenous Studies

SOSR Not Fall Yes No

Computer Science 
Foundations

AL Not Fall Yes No A workshop on Academic 
Statement.

Culture, Self, and Healing LD Not Fall Yes No
Geopolitics, Energy, 
economics, and Stewardship 
of the Pacific Northwest

SOSR Not Fall Yes No Nothing worked well failed experiment

Birds: Inside and Out UD Not Fall No Yes [I am reviewing several senior's 
statements from the program.]

[Make more time for it.] Yes

Student-Originated Studies: 
Community-Based Learning 
and Action (CCBLA)

UD Not Fall No Yes Weekly reflections on their 
learning at the Internship in 
relation to their overall 
educational goals.



Medieval Mystics:  Artistic 
Inquiry and Printmaking

SOSR Not Fall No Yes Weekly Learning essays 
emphasized the practice of 
articulating what the student 
learned each week as a regular 
practice that supports their skill 
writing self evaluations and 
Academic Statements.  I did 
provide a two-hour self eval 
writing workshop that can be 
usefully applied to Ac. 
Statements; I reminded students 
through Canvas announcements 
and personal e-mails that 
Academic Statements were due 
in spring and the range of 
support available to them on 
campus (Writing Center, 
Advisors, and I offered to 
personally review Ac. Statements 
with any student.  I offered 
graduating students the 
opportunity to replace a Weekly 
Learning Essay with their current 
draft of their Ac. Statement for 
review.  I also reminded students 
of the Ac. Fair and coached them 
on how to approach faculty and 
think about programs/courses to 
take.  Several students reached 
out to me for advice on fall 
programs, these conversations 
take around 30 - 45 minutes, 

Unruly Bodies: Health, Media, 
Biology and Power

LD Not Fall No Yes We had students write three 
reflective essays (over two 
quarters) about how the program 
fits into their personal 
background and goals.

Utopian Dreams, Dystopian 
Nightmares

SOSR Not Fall No Yes We encouraged them, in their 
self-evaluations, to make 
connections between this work 
and their previous/intended 
studies.

Student Originated Studies: 
Environmental Community-
Based Learning and Action

SOSR Not Fall No Yes Through reflective journal 
feedback and class discussions 
about their learning and 
objectives.



Pathways to Healthcare: a 
Clinical Practicum at Student 
Wellness Services

SOSR Not Fall No Yes This program introduced them to 
the medical professions - give 
real life/hands on experience to 
better inform them of their career 
path/choices

Not a Melting Pot: American 
Identities, Migrations, and 
Places.

UD Not Fall No Yes This came up in a big way during 
a surprising number of our 
lectures, when students had 
questions that led to good 
discussions about the nature of 
their particular education.

Between Certainty and Doubt: 
Logic and Knowledge

AL Not Fall No Yes Start of Program survey, mid-
quarter check-ins, explicit 
emphasis during evaluation 
conferences.

Financial sustainability for non-
profit organizations

AL Not Fall No Yes self evaluation guidelines

Epic Journeys: From Homer 
to Dante

SOSR Not Fall No Yes Really only in their self-
evaluation preparation, with 
support to final AS’s.

Research Capstone in 
Psychology

UD Not Fall No Yes meeting with them individually 
throughout the quarter

Combinatory Play: Creative 
Writing, Mathematics, and 
Improv

LD Not Fall No Yes individual meetings
guidance on advising / mentor 
day opportunities

Undergraduate Research in 
Scientific Inquiry with C. Dirks

SOSR Not Fall No Yes I have helped them with research 
and career advising in science. I 
have also mentored them in 
which classes they need for 
entering graduate school.

Political Economy of Public 
Education: History and 
Philosophy

SOSR Not Fall No Yes Given the topic of our program, 
students critically reflected on the 
meaning of theirs own 
educational pasts and futures.

Genes and Poems: Creating 
Form and Meaning

LD Not Fall No Yes From Day 1, we discussed the 
role of this program in their liberal 
arts education.  The self-eval 
workshop returned to this theme.

Current Economic Issues and 
Social Movements

AL Not Fall No Yes Discussion of how to approach 
academic fair & mentoring day + 
1-1 advising

Literature, Literacy, and 
Disability

SOSR Not Fall No Yes Discussion of careers related to 
disability studfies



Writing the South AL Not Fall No Yes Discussed the history of 
education, how writing instruction 
is typically taught at other places, 
Evergreen's unique opportunities 
to teach more productively.

Nature and Nurture: Human 
Development and the 
Environment

FY Not Fall No Yes did several evaluation 
workshops, had students write 
goals in beginning of quarter, 5th 
week conferences,

Nature and Nurture: Human 
Development and the 
Environment

FY Not Fall No Yes did several evaluation 
workshops, had students write 
goals in beginning of quarter, 5th 
week conferences,

Food Chemistry (Winter) AL Not Fall No Yes Conversations during downtimes 
in lab or the CAL. Also at 
evaluation conferences.

Food Chemistry (Spring) AL Not Fall No Yes Conversations during downtimes 
in lab or the CAL. Also at 
evaluation conferences.

Student-Originated Studies: 
Mycology

UD Not Fall No Yes Conversations about learning 
objectives in this program as well 
as in college overall. Had them 
imagine themselves 5 years after 
Evergreen and use that to image 
a set of skills and competencies 
needed. Use that frame to 
assess what they've got and 
what they still need to get. 
Prioritize what they can get at 
Evergreen.

Invertebrate Zoology UD Not Fall No Yes Context in term of
American Lives: Immigration 
History, Law and Community 
Media

SOSR Not Fall No Yes As a process that is integrated 
with a life-long process of 
learning.

Language, Power, Story LD Not Fall No Yes advising, relating program 
content to overall trajectory

Language, Power, Story SOSR Not Fall No Yes advising, relating program 
content to overall trajectory

SOS: Theater AL Not Fall No No
Student-Originated Studies: 
Music

AL Not Fall No No

Web Design and the 
Connected Society (F)

AL Not Fall No No

Music History: Mozart in 
Context and Practice (W)

SOSR Not Fall No No

God(s): An Inquiry SOSR Not Fall No No
The Making of Global 
Capitalism, 1500-1914

UD Not Fall No No



Who Gets What?: Political 
Economy of Income, Wealth, 
and Economic Justice

AL Not Fall No No

Advanced Research in 
Environmental Studies with G. 
Chin-Leo

UD Not Fall No No

Dimension of Inequality: 
Social Science and Statistics

SOSR Not Fall No No

Plants in Art, Word, and 
Healing

SOSR Not Fall No No
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